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Global launch of HolodeckVR: Star Trek’s Holodeck Fantasy Becomes Reality at ISPO MUNICH 2017
Erlangen/Munich: At ISPO MUNICH 2017 the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Circuits IIS officially launches HolodeckVR. HolodeckVR uses different tracking
technologies allowing multiple users to slip away into adventure and move
freely around up to 40,000 m2 of virtual worlds. Fraunhofer IIS teams up with
partners like Messe München and fashion company Bogner to bring its
HolodeckVR technology to market.
The science fiction series Star Trek once introduced the holodeck, where virtual worlds
could be projected in an enclosed room on the spaceship. At ISPO MUNICH 2017 from
February 5-8 this fantasy becomes reality when the HolodeckVR by Fraunhofer IIS is
launched at the Willy Bogner booth 202 in hall B1. The HolodeckVR system consists of
real-time tracking sensors, sensor fusion and calibration features combined with virtual
reality goggles and virtual content. Its underlying patents enable a unique hall-scale
multi-user virtual reality experience.
Walk freely on top of a winter panorama with a virtual 360-degree alpine ski
slope at ISPO MUNICH 2017
The winter sports fashion brand Bogner is pioneering the fashion and sports industry by
applying the first HolodeckVR presentation with the technology of Fraunhofer IIS at
ISPO MUNICH 2017. Three users are being immersed into an alpine adventure where
they can walk freely on top of a winter panorama. Virtual traveling is made possible,
experiencing highlights of the 85 years of company history. The experience ends with a
360-degree ski slope which the fair visitor can drive with a close-to-reality feeling.
HolodeckVR – Interaction and unlimited movement
Dr. Stephan Otto, project leader at Fraunhofer IIS, explains the huge advantages of
HolodeckVR compared to current state-of-the-art systems: „The most pressing issues to
solve in virtual reality today, besides the missing killer content, are the loneliness experience, the location boundedness and motion sickness. HolodeckVR solves all of these
issues in a unique and completely new way.” Instead of being isolated and being in a
static position the user is invited to move around freely by just walking in areas as large
as four soccer fields and interact with more than 100 other users in real-time who can
be seen as avatars.
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Application possibilities for HolodeckVR are very diverse and include consumer facing
areas like gaming, entertainment, virtual traveling, virtual sports but also the business
side like virtual showrooms, industrial planning, urban planning, architecture configurators, virtual training and simulation.
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HolodeckVR technology commercialization
The goal of the Fraunhofer project is the commercialization of the HolodeckVR technology and the subsequent launch of a start-up company. As a Fraunhofer spin-off,
this company will be a pioneer in the field of virtual reality developing technologies and
products for various business segments. Its vision is to radically transform how digital
and virtual 3D content is being produced and consumed across different verticals like
entertainment and enterprise.
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The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the leading organization for applied research in Europe. Its research activities are conducted by 67 institutes and
research units at locations throughout Germany. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft employs a staff of 24,000, who work with an annual research
budget totaling more than 2.1 billion euros.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS is one of the world’s leading application-oriented research institutions for microelectronic
and IT system solutions and services. It ranks first among all Fraunhofer Institutes. With the creation of mp3 and the co-development of AAC,
Fraunhofer IIS has reached worldwide recognition. In close cooperation with partners and clients the Institute provides research and development
services in the following areas: Audio & Multimedia, Imaging Systems, Energy Management, IC Design and Design Automation, Communication
Systems, Positioning, Medical Technology, Sensor Systems, Safety and Security Technology, Supply Chain Management and Non-destructive Testing. About 950 employees conduct contract research for industry, the service sector and public authorities. Founded in 1985 in Erlangen, Fraunhofer IIS has now 13 locations in 10 cities: Erlangen (headquarters), Nuremberg, Fürth, Dresden, further in Bamberg, Waischenfeld, Coburg,
Würzburg, Ilmenau and Deggendorf. The budget of 130 million euros is mainly financed by projects. 22 percent of the budget is subsidized by
federal and state funds.
Detailed information on: www.iis.fraunhofer.de/en

